The Oregon State Parks Whale Watching Center in Depoe Bay is the home of the “Whale Watching Spoken Here” program. For more than 30 years, thousands of volunteers have helped millions of visitors enjoy the fun and excitement of spotting whales.

Gray whales migrate past the Oregon coast twice a year; these migrations take place roughly the same time as winter break in December and spring break in March. “Whale Watching Spoken Here” takes advantage of the abundance of whales and visitors during these times, and provides volunteers at 24 sites along our coast from Ilwaco, Washington to Crescent City, California. These volunteers help visitors spot whales and share their knowledge of marine mammals and our coastal environment. During watch weeks our sites are staffed from 10:00 am–1:00 pm daily. But the Whale Watching Center is open every week for your year-round enjoyment. Check www.oregonstateparks.org for the most current information on center hours.

Located on Highway 101 in scenic Depoe Bay, the Whale Watching Center is dedicated to sharing information about whales. The central Oregon coast is the perfect spot for visitors to locate and watch whales as they blow, dive, spyhop and breach.

Whale Watching takes place almost all year round on the Oregon coast. Peak Winter Watch is the last week of December and the first week of January. Spring Watch begins the last week of March and lasts through June. Summer Watch runs June through mid-November, when whales are best seen in the central coast area. Whales come close to the shore, diving, feeding and rubbing against the rocks. Whales are rarely seen mid-November to mid-December or mid-January to mid-March.
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Watching Gray Whales

Studying the swimming and diving patterns of whales helps us to locate whales by watching their blow as they surface. The blow, or spout, is about 12' high.

The Blow

Gray whales usually surface every 45 seconds as they swim, but will often stay under for 3 to 5 minutes when they are eating. If they have been down for 5 minutes they usually blow 5 times when they surface to replenish their oxygen supply. If they are frightened they can stay down for 30 minutes, hiding on the bottom or traveling great distances. Sometimes they dive and reappear 1/4 mile away. The blow or spout shoots nearly 12 feet high expelling 400 liters of air in a single blast.

The Dive

A deep dive, also known as sounding or fluking, happens when a whale lifts its tail flukes out of the water. This helps propel the whale downward at a steep angle to the bottom, where they feed on small crustaceans. After the flukes disappear under the water, the turbulence of the dive will cause a circle of smooth water, known as a fluke-print.

The Breach

The ultimate in whale sightings is a breach—when a whale launches as much as ¾ of its body out of the water in a spectacular show of power and grace. Scientists aren’t sure why whales breach. Possibly they do it to remove parasites, communicate with each other, or maybe it’s just for fun. Gray whales aren’t known for breaching nearly as often as their cousins, the humpback whales, but young Grays seem to be the most common breachers along the Oregon Coast.

The Spyhop

Whales have the largest brain of any animal on earth. They are very intelligent and curious, often seen “spyhopping,” or lifting their heads above the surface of the water. They like to rise out of the water to get a better sense of their surroundings. Resident Gray whales have been known to spyhop regularly, especially when local tour boats are near. Behaviors like this make us wonder if the whales enjoy watching us as much as we enjoy watching them!

Other Species

Other whales we see are Minke, Humpback, Blue, and Sperm whales. Orcas, the largest of the dolphins, are also seen in Oregon.

The 24 Best Whale Watching Sites

- #1 Lewis and Clark Center
- #2 Ecola State Park
- #3 Neahkahnie Mountain
- #4 Cape Meares Lighthouse
- #5 Cape Lookout State Park
- #6 Cape Kiwanda
- #7 Inn at Spanish Head
- #8 Boiler Bay State Park
- #9 Whale Watching Center
- #10 Rocky Creek SP
- #11 Cape Foulweather
- #12 Devil’s Punch Bowl SP
- #13 Yaquina Head Lighthouse
- #14 Don Dawe Kiosk
- #15 Cape Perpetua Center
- #16 Cooks Chasm
- #17 Sea Lion Caves
- #18 Umpqua Lighthouse State Park
- #19 Shore Acres State Park
- #20 Face Rock State Park
- #21 Battle Rock
- #22 Cape Perpetua
- #23 Harris Beach SP
- #24 9th St. Beach
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